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Abstract 

Visual cryptography (VC) is a technique that encrypts secret image in meaningful images. The meaningful 

images can be photos or hand-painted pictures in digital form or in printed form. N such shares can be used. 

VC is used to securely transmit secret images in non-computer aided environment. The shares can appear as 

noise-like pixels it will arouse suspicion and increase interception risk during transmission of the shares. 

Hence, VC schemes suffer from a transmission risk problem for the secret image. We also propose possible 

ways to hide the noise like share to reduce the transmission risk problem for the share. Cryptography hides 

the contents of the message from an attacker, but not the   existence of the message.To addresses this 

problem; we proposed Steganography that hides the very existence of the message in the communicating data. 

To hide noise like shares generated as a result of encryption, carrier image is used to reduce transmission 

risk; this technique used is called ‘Steganography’. In addition to this Alpha channel watermarking is used in 

case where hackers hack the image and try to destroy the image. In alpha channel water marking the average 

value of RGB of meaningful shares is stored in alpha channel. Such that receiver is able to make it out the 

integrity of received image by comparing original image with alpha channel embedded image. 

Index Terms—Visual cryptography, steganography, shares, transmission risk. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Visual Secret Sharing (VSS) is a technique in 

which any no. of meaningful shares and one secret 

image are encrypted. This scheme enables us to 

securely transmit secret image to the intended 

receiver. In this process of encryption noise like 

share is generated which may arouse suspicion 

and increase interception risk during transmission. 

To solve this problem the proposed method uses 

the technique called   steganography. To check the 

integrity at receiver end the process carried out is 

alpha channel water marking, which calculates the 

rgb value of the meaningful shares at transmitter 

and stores its value in alpha channel. At receivers 

side again the rgb value of the received 

meaningful shares is calculated and compared 

with received rgb value from transmitter side. A 

match in both the rgb values of receiver and 

transmitter indicates image as reached safely to 

the intended receiver.  

 

RELATED WORK 

As fig 6 shows. The first step is to acquire 

Meaningful images. It can be color or gray 

images.  These can also be bookmark, web images 

etc. The next step is grayscaling. In photography 

and computing, a grayscale or grayscale digital 

image is an image in which the value of each pixel 

is a single sample, that is, it carries only intensity 

information. Images of this sort, also known as 
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black-and-white, are composed exclusively of 

shades of grey, varying from black at the weakest 

intensity to white at the strongest. 

RGB To Greyscale Conversion: 

 
Fig 1. Rgb to grayscale conversion. 

RGB to grayscale,grayscale to thresholding 

conversion: 

 
Fig 2. Rgb to gray scale to binary conversion of  

meaningful image. 

The meaningful images taken in step 1 are 

subjected to grayscaling, thresholding. 

Then password is generated 

On the basis of no. of white and black pixel 

generated during thresholding of each images. To 

calculate the password 

Password= (No of black pixels+no. of white 

pixels) and this is shown in fig 3. 

 
Fig 3.generation of password. 

 

Pixel swapping of secret image is done using 

chaos sequence (password). Because of the 

distortions introduced into the acquire digital 

images different distortions are caused by each the 

encryption process and the decryption process. 

Since the acquired digital images in the encryption 

and decryption phases are not the same. These 

distortions result in noise that appears in the 

recovered images.  When a large amount of noise 

clusters together, the image is severely disrupted, 

which may makes it impossible for the naked eye 

to identify it. The pixels-swapping process is used 

to cope with this problem. Noise also is 

distributed in the recovered image rather than 

clustered together. If the noise is distributed 

uniformly, the human visual system has a higher 

probability of recognizing the recovered image. 

 

  
 

 
Fig:4 Original image pixels  

b.Pixel value after Thresholding  

c. Pixel values after swapping 

the passward that is generated in previous step 

which is as shown in fig 3 is used to pixel swapt 

or encrypt the secret image and it is shown in fig 5 

 
Fig.5 chaos encryption. 

 

steganography is a process of hiding the data 

within a data. Carrier image is used to hide the 

noisy image. To hide the noise like share to reduce 

the transmission risk problem for the share a 

“Steganography” technique is used.  

For stegnanography 3 bit LSB algorithm is used. 

In the case of 24 bit color image each pixel is 

composed of RGB values and each of these colors 

requires 8-bit for its representation. [R (8 bits), G 

(8 bits) , B (8 bits)]. If we read color image in 

Matlab and display its first pixel, we get-: 

>> a = imread(‘coverimage.jpg’) 

>> a (1,1,1) = 220 

>> a (1,1,2) = 198 

>> a (1,1,3) = 135 
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Here last term (1, 2 and 3) represent RGB 

component of pixels (1,1)  

For ex. The image of RGB first pixel can be 

represent as 

[11011100 11000110 10000111] 

For embedding secret image  whose first pixel is 

[11001001] firstly we have to replace last 3 LSB 

of each of RGB component and then embedding 

first 3 MSB of first pixel of secret image to R 

component, then next 3 MSB of first pixel of 

secret image to G component and lastly another 

next 3MSB of first pixel of secret image to B 

component. In this way we get stego image whose 

first pixel is: 

[11011110 11000010 100000010]. 

In this method 9 bits of secret image get hide by 

replacing only 3 bits of RGB component so stego-

image is visually indistinguishable from the 

original cover-image in the case of 24 bit. 

 

An alpha channel is a special type of channel used 

in graphics software for saving selections. An 

alpha channel, representing transparency 

information on a per-pixel basis, can be included 

in grayscale and true color PNG images. Alpha 

channels can be included with images that have 

either 8 or 16 bits per sample, but not with images 

that have fewer than 8 bits per sample. The alpha 

sample for each pixel is stored immediately 

following the grayscale or RGB samples of the 

pixel. Alpha channel watermarking is used in case 

where hackers hack the image and try to destroy 

the image. The average value of RGB of 

meaningful shares is stored in alpha channel.  

Decryption: At receivers end receiver is able to 

make it out by comparing original image with 

alpha channel embedded image the integrity of the 

transmitted images. 

 
Fig 6 block diagram. 

               

THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

 Encryption algorithm: 

A. Take meaningful images: 

The first step is to take meaningful share images. 

It can be gray or colour photographs of scenery, 

bookmarks, hand-painted pictures, web images. 

The images are subjected to grayscale conversion 

process. 

 

B. Algorithm for grayscale conversion: 

• Traverse through entire input image array. 

• Read individual pixel color value (24-bit). 

• Split the color value into individual R, G 

and B 8- bit values. 

• Calculate the grayscale component (8-bit) 

for given R, G and B pixels using a 

conversion formula. 

• Compose a 24-bit pixel value from 8-bit 

grayscale value. 

• Store the new value at same location in 

output 

 

Detail explaination of above algorithm: 

i. Traverse Through Entire Image: 

for(y=0; y<height ;y++) { 

for(x=0; x<width ;x++) { 

pix = input[y][x]; 
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ii. Extract 8-bit R, G and B values from24-bit 

Color Value: 

 b = pix & 0xff; 

g = (pix >> 8) & 0xff; 

r = (pix >> 16) & 0xff; 

iii. To separate blue we can use  the logical 

AND operator to mask or filter the blue 

component from the rest. Since AND’ing 

with 1 makes no difference where as 

AND’ing with 0 will force the bit to 0. 

a. For Green we shall first right shift the 

pixel value by 8 bits so that green 

component is now at LSB position And 

then repeat the masking process. 

b. Similarly we shall right shift by 16 bits so 

that red component will be at the LSB 

position and then do the masking 

iv. Calculate grayscale component 

gs = (r + g + b) / 3;  

Here average of all three colors is calculated and 

saved in output image. 

C. Algorithm  for thresholding: 

• Traverse through entire input image array. 

• Read individual pixel color value (24-bit) 

and convert it into grayscale. 

•  Calculate the binary output pixel value 

(black or white) based on current 

threshold. 

• Store the new value at same location in 

output image. 

 

D. Chaos sequence generation: 

The meaningful images taken in step 1 are 

subjected to grayscaling, thresholding. 

Then password is generated   

On the basis of no. of white and black 

pixel generated during thresholding of 

each images. To calculate the password  

Password= (No of black pixels+no. of 

white pixels) 

i. Take a secrete image 

ii. Enter the password      

Password is used to pixel swap the image.   

 

E. LSB replacement/stegnography: 

• take pixel swapped image . 

• take carrier image to hide pixel swapped 

image. 

• enter key randomly to replace data in 

carrier image with pixel swapped image. 

• display stego image. 

 

F.  Alpha channel watermarking: 

 Alpha channel watermarking is used in case   

where hackers hack the image and try to destroy 

the image. The average value of RGB of 

meaningful shares is stored in alpha channel. Such 

that receiver is able to make it out by comparing 

original image with alpha channel embedded 

image. 

 Decryption process: 

1.reverse of encryption process is carried out to 

receive the secret image at receiver side back. 
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